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WHO ARE WE?

- BBDouro was created in 2012 by Diogo Barros - Olympic sailor and professional sailor trainer - with the collaboration
  of Tiago Morais - Olympic hopeful sailor.

- Unique company in the North specialized in organizing events and sports actions

- Holds the largest fleet of sailboats in this area

- Monitors are trained and accredited by the Portuguese Sailing Federation, with experience in the practice and teaching of the 
  modality

- Partnerships established with prestigious institutions

WHERE ARE WE?

BBDouro is based in Douro Marina, the largest marina between Cascais and northern Spain. With a privileged location in 
Vila Nova de Gaia, the marina lurks on the banks of Porto, located a short distance from the Ribeira de Gaia
and the mythical historical center of the city of Porto.
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WHAT WE DO?

Private Services

- Sailing Academy with courses for adults and children and / or private lessons

- Boat rental with or without skipper

- Sailing Triall to participate in the maneuver of a sailing boat

- School of Recreation Navigators with three types of nautical charts

- Birthday Parties for children from 5 to 14 years old

- Tours with unique views that only the surroundings of the river Douro can offer

- Representative of four brands of sailing technical equipment: Henri Loyd and Zhik - technical sailing gear; Alpha Ropes and 
  Ropeye - cables for all types of boats; Optiparts and Harken - boat material.

- Customized programs, adjusted to the needs of each client

- Disable sailing, such as classes and sailing trials onboard a catmaran specially designed for the purpose

Corporate Services

- Team Building designed for companies that want to increase the effectiveness of their teams

- Incentives in order to break the work routine, promoting team spirit and relationships

- Corporate advertising through boat decoration

- Tailor-made programs according to each client's needs
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OUR BOATS AND CONDITIONS

- The only nautical operator with capacity for 160 people at the same time

- Company with the largest fleet of vessels in the North

BENETEAU FIRST 7.5 
(Maximum capacity for 6; 5 participants + 1 instructor)

BENETEAU PLATU 25
(Maximum capacity for 6, 5 participants + 1 instructor)
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MUMM 30
(Maximum capacity for 7; 6 participants + 1 instructor)
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BENETEAU FIRST 47.7 
(Maximum capacity for 15; 13 participants + 2 skippers)

CATAMARAN INCLUSION 6.5
(Maximum capacity for 10; 8 participants + 2 skippers; capacity for 4 wheelchairs)



SPORTS EVENTS PORTFOLIO

The North of Portugal, being a windy zone, is an area of   excellence for the practice of nautical sports, namely
Sailing. With regard to sporting regattas, BBDouro has organized a number of major recognized events,
not only at a national level, but also internationally.

La solitaire du Figaro

As the name implies, La Solitaire du Figaro is one of the greatest solitary proof starting in France
and has an average of 30 vessels enrolled.
BBDouro was a technical partner responsible for setting up the route and ensuring the
sea logistics, in the only edition that took place in Portugal in 2013.

Extreme Sailing Series

It is a world circuit that involves some of the best high sailing teams competitors. 
The tests are carried out on catamaran-type boats and for reaching large
speeds and sails very close to the banks, are an attraction for thousands of
spectators. BBDouro was the technical partner of the three editions that took place in
Portugal, with responsibility for all sea logistics and human resources.

Regata dos Barcos Rabelos

“The Rabelos Boats Race” is held annually, coinciding with the festivities of the city of
Porto - June 24 - giving brightness, joy and festivity to the city and to our product: the Wine
Of Porto ". BBDouro plays a fundamental role in the organization of this regatta, as far as
in which it appears as a technical partner, that is, it is responsible for assembling the route and
certify the proper functioning of the event, ensuring all sea logistics.

Match Racing

They are competitions in a format identical to the America's Cup, the queen of the world's
which boats compete two to two in short duration competitions, where the maximum objective is
Is to use the rules a lot in order to win the duels. The participating athletes stand out
Támara Echegoyen and Mariana Lobato, Olympic medal and world champion respectively, for the
demonstrated in the presence in past editions of these events, characterized by the
spectacular on the banks of the river Douro.
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Sailing Cup

The Sailing Cup is already one of the biggest competitions of the Sailing of Cruise of the Peninsula
Iberica and there have been five editions in the north of Portugal, organized by BBDouro. The label 
of Title Sponsor of this event was delivered in 2010 and 2011 to Nespresso, 2012 and 2013 à 
Quinta de Carapeços and in 2014 to Mateus Rosé. This event is included in the Atlantic Sailing 
Circuit of Cruzeiro, consisting of evidence in Baiona and Cascais and counts on the participation of
approximately 30 large vessels, with a total of more than 250 athletes involved.
It was entered in 2014, a party on the regatta with a slope of social responsibility under which part 
of the proceeds reverts to a charity.

SPORTS EVENTS PORTFOLIO

BBDouro specializes in the organization and production of corporate nautical events, more specifically in programs
Of Team Building. Vela, because it is a sport where the team is a fundamental valence, is the only nautical activity that
Development of a vast amount of skills, be they individual, teamwork,
In group work, leadership, motivation and importance of the decision, all at the same time. In this context,
Portfolio of corporate nautical events brands such as:
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OUR PARTNERS

Parcerias estabelecidas com instituições de prestígio através da publicidade e promoção da imagem das mesmas nos 
nossos barcos.

OUR CONTACTS

BBDouro
Rua da Praia – Douro Marina
4400-554 Vila Nova de Gaia

+351 935 301 930
info@bbdouro.com

NIF: 510130933

Diogo Barros | Diretor Geral
diogo.barros@bbdouro.com

Diogo Couto | Gestor de Frota & Rigging
diogo.couto@bbdouro.com
+351 912 284 392

João Pinto Ribeiro | Comercial e Turismo Acessível
joao.pinto.ribeiro@bbdouro.com
+351 913 351 418

Francisca Cunha | Controlo e Gestão Financeira
francisca.cunha@bbdouro.com

André Sá Coutinho | Comercial & Skipper
andre.sacoutinho@bbdouro.com
+351 962 383 696

Teresa Marques | Marketing e Eventos
teresa.marques@bbdouro.com
+351 936 368 864

 Tiago Morais | Diretor Comercial
 tiago.morais@bbdouro.com
 +351 919 380 037


